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AECO organizations have a unique opportunity to reimagine and transform their businesses using
modern, leading-edge practices that enable them to LEAD. This evolution begins from a foundation
of business and project staff prepared to continuously Learn. From there, practice and project
leaders can Empower the workforce through digitization. Finally, firm leadership can develop and
inspire a workplace culture that will Accelerate and Deliver superior project services and building
solutions.

We start by refining, simplifying and securing your infrastructure to not only protect valuable
business assets and partner relationships, but also drive operational efficiency and effectiveness.
Then, our experienced consultants will help expand you create a modern workplace that supports
leading technologies in developing industries, optimizing internal procedures while providing the
latest and greatest to your clients.

 
With our managed IT services, our partners are well-positioned to inspire, predict and innovate for
greater value by engaging with partners and customers to craft new business capabilities through
digital offerings.

CIO Advisory

Managed IT Services That Enable You to LEAD

Decades of AECO
Expertise

We have over 25 years of
comprehensive AECO experience
and knowledge that allow us to
address unique industry challenges.

Leading Technology
Provider

We work closely with Autodesk, ESRI,
IBM, Panzura, Workspot and more to
deliver solutions that keep your firm
competitive.

Dedicated to
Growth

We offer live support, on-site or
remote assistance and customized
training to provide you with
optimized, scalable resources.
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Microdesk is a Global BIM and EAM consulting
firm dedicated to assisting design, construction
and operations teams with improving workflows
and integrating BIM, VDC and EAM technologies.
Using software from industry leaders such as
Autodesk and IBM, combined with our vision
and passion for sustainably meeting the
demands of urbanization, our team of industry
experts is redefining project deliver and asset
management.   

Applying thoughtful consideration in the right places can often yield powerful results for little
cost. Leveraging similar enterprise data management practices within even larger application and
solution rollouts can deliver even better outcomes for the business. 

For these reasons, AECO firm leaders should carefully review IT department initiatives when
determining where and how to invest. It offers a partnering opportunity to drive greater
integration, efficiency and reduced complexity, while empowering your organization’s ability to
accelerate and deliver in a digital marketplace!

You know you are ready to take the next step in the expansion and growth of your firm, but you
aren’t sure how to introduce new initiatives in line with your current mission. Let the Microdesk
CIO Advisory team help you uncover your business' full potential. 

Visit www.microdesk.com/cio-advisory-services/ 


